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A COOKERY LESSON
Stalham Senior School, Norfolk
after a variety of four year courses for all children. No one area has completely
worked out this idea, but the main lines of progress are clear. It is true that
children between eleven and fifteen to-day can be seen in a variety of schools,
Senior Schools, Junior Technical and Junior Commercial, Trade Schools and
every type of Secondary School, though the age of entrance may differ* They
may be preparing for a trade or a profession, for apprenticeship or for a form
of higher education. All Senior Schools usually have a woodwork and metal
room, a science room, and a four years' course for girls in domestic science,
with the necessary space and apparatus* In the countryside there is always a
school garden; in one County the Senior School has become part of a larger
instrument of education, namely the Village College*
Senior Schools absorb all children over eleven who have not passed on
to Secondary or other types of education, at least four-fifths of the total. They
draw from what might be called a catchment area of population, in the towns
three or four neighbouring schools, but in the country from perhaps nine or
ten villages. Thus the Senior Schools, or as they are called in Cambridge-
shire, Village Colleges, are tending to become centres of a popular culture.
The practical rooms, the spacious school hall, in some cases the gymnasium or
swimming bath will be in great demand by those who have left school, A
Village College implies the addition of rooms for adults and a separate entrance.
Here, then meet the local choral, dramatic, debating societies, the farmers'
club, the Workers* Education classes. The addition of a canteen and library
converts the Senior Schools into the nucleus of a community centre. This
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